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Tail it dog tracker Subscription Plans 


Tail it dog tracker uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it dog tracker Subscription Plans 


Tail it dog tracker uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it cat tracker Subscription Plans 


Tail it cat tracker uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it dog tracker Subscription Plans 


Tail it dog tracker uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it cat tracker Subscription Plans 


Tail it cat tracker uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Pet Subscription Plans 


Tail it Pet uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it + Subscription Plans 


Tail it+ uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Subscription Plans 


Tail it uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Kids 


A subscription is required for Tail it Kids.

Tail it Kids comes with pre-installed SIM-card that gives you free unlimited roaming  and free unlimited voice in Europe, US, Canada and most of Asia.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen at any time for free.
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Prices can also be found on reg.tailit.com
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Tail it + Subscription Plans 


Tail it + uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Pet Subscription Plans 


Tail it Pet uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Bike Subscription Plans 


Tail it Bike uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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Tail it Bike Subscription Plans 


Tail it Bike uses a preinstalled sim-card to get global coverage.

The subscription can be cancelled or frozen whenever you want for free.
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